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The part that’s not quantum cosmology

Some fun with physics



light bends twice as much as matter
light contributes ρ+ 3p in cosmology

so. . .
does light weigh twice as much as matter?



The part that is quantum cosmology

1915: Einstein publishes the general theory of relativity
1916: Einstein suggests gravity must be combined with quantum theory
1925: Schrödinger equation, Heisenberg’s matrix mechanics
1930: first serious attempt to quantize general relativity (Rosenfeld)...
2023: still not there

Why is this so hard?



• general relativity is “topologically invariant” (diffeomorphism invariant)

• Hamiltonian is identically zero

Schrödinger equation iℏ
∂

∂t
|Ψ⟩ = Ĥ|Ψ⟩ = 0 — “frozen time”

“In any topologically invariant theory, the Hamiltonian operator vanishes.”

• physical observables are nonlocal

“coordinates” are not the same as “events”

O(x) depends on coordinate x; true observables depend on events

• without time, it becomes hard to define “spacelike” or “causal”

• vacuum state probably “foamy” at small distances



Four approaches to quantization:

• Perturbation theory around flat spacetime

• Canonical quantization

• Feynman path integral

• Schwinger variational principle

Some key technical issues:

• Importance of constraints, gauge fixing

• Path integral measure

• Need for (and difficulty of finding) inner product
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Too hard!

Minisuperspace: freeze out all but a few degrees of freedom



Which degrees of freedom do you keep?

DeWitt (1967): quantize homogeneous isotropic universe

Vacuum behavior: uniform expansion, no dynamical degrees of freedom

Misner (1968): Kasner Universe: anisotropic expansion

ds2 = dt2 − l21(t)dx
2 − l22(t)dy

2 − l23(t)dz
2

Vacuum behavior: expansion along two axes, contraction along the third



Misner (1969): Mixmaster Universe

ds2 = N2(t)dt2

− e2(−Ω+β++
√
3β−)(sinψdθ − cosψ sin θdϕ)2

− e2(−Ω+β+−
√
3β−)(cosψdθ + sinψ sin θdϕ)2

− e2(−Ω−2β+)(−dψ − cos θdϕ)2



Vacuum behavior:

• like Kasner with “bounces,” abrupt changes in axes and rates

• can be viewed as including longest wavelength gravitational waves

Mixmaster animated:

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/17/BKLChaotic.gif
(Lantonov, Wikimedia Commons)

Belinski, Khalatnikov, Lifshitz:

locally Mixmaster behavior near generic spacelike singularity

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/17/BKLChaotic.gif


• time: use spatial volume (or Ω) as time coordinate
(but different from usual cosmological time)

• observables: “shape parameters” β± and their derivatives
(these are nonlocal, invariant)

• Hamiltonian has discrete spectrum

• (for the experts: reduced phase space quantization)



Basic question:
does quantum gravity cure the initial big bang singularity?

Misner’s answer: probably not;
nearly classical state will remain nearly classical near zero volume

Later:

• answer may depend on choice of variables or commutators
• answer may depend on choice of time
• answer may depend on how you define a quantum singularity

Continuing program (451 citations to Quantum Cosmology so far. . . )



Misner (1973): Gowdy T 3 cosmology

• gravitational waves in an expanding closed universe

• “midisuperspace”: infinite number of degrees of freedom

• problem of choosing initial conditions

• (for the experts: mixed reduced phase space and Dirac quantization)



Charlie Misner

• established the basic conceptual issues of quantum gravity (in 1957!)

• developed a profound program to start addressing them

• largely founded quantum cosmology

• . . . and clearly had enormous fun along the way


